
WO O  S U I T E S



The stylish and sophisticated Woo Suites 
are centrally located in the heart of Athens 
on the tree-filled Metropolis Square, facing 
the city’s recently restored Cathedral on 
one side and the Acropolis rock and Plaka 
district on the other. The guests of Woo 
Suites choose to stay in one of the Suites 
because of the spaciousness and comfort 
they offer, the proximity to most of the 
sought-after cultural spots, and the vibrant 
food and bar scene in downtown Athens.

The hotel’s staff can assist with all 
your needs during your stay, from the 
necessary airport or port transfer to 
restaurant reservations and last-minute 
or unexpected requirements. Only recently 
opened, the Athens Woo Suites strive to 
capture the essence of a comfortable stay 
in the heart of Athens with a focus on 
genuine hospitality and informative service.

The suites’ cleverly appointed living areas 
are bathed in Athenian light through the 
expansive windows with views of the 
Acropolis, the Athenian Metropolis, and the 
square’s plane trees. The bedrooms also 
enjoy sunlight as they are arranged to face 
the atrium with its unique artwork inspired 
by the Acropolis rock.

We invite you to enjoy the Athenian sunlight 
and sublime Greek climate by lounging on 
the Woo Suites Rooftop lounge area which 
offers stunning views of the Acropolis and 
Parthenon as well as the Plaka district and 
surrounding area.

WO O  S U I T E S



Woo Suites is located at the heart of 
Athens City centre, at the Metropolis 
square, just a few steps from shops, cafes, 
and restaurants. The location is ideal for 
those who seek to visit the historic and 
archaeological monuments of the capital, 
but also for those who want to explore the 
vibrant life of the city centre. 
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The seven spacious Metropolis and Acropolis Suites face either the 
expansive cathedral square with its tall plane trees and peaceful cafes 
and restaurants or the Acropolis rock and Plaka district. The suites are 
characterized by the large windows that allow the sunlight to bathe 
the living area with its extra-large sofa and cozy reading armchair. The 
wide window seat is ideal for taking in the sun and gazing down upon 
the commotion on the square below. Don’t forget to enquire about our 
bespoke minibar welcome basket options to make your arrival and stay 
in Athens even more special.

ACCOMMODATION
Metropolis Suites 
The four spacious Metropolis Suites (68 sq.m) face the expansive cathedral 
square with its tall plane trees and peaceful cafes and restaurants. The suites 
are characterized by the large windows that allow the sunlight to bathe the 
living area with its extra-large sofa and cozy reading armchair. The wide 
window seat is ideal for taking in the sun and gazing down upon the commotion 
on the square below. The separate bedroom with its king-size bed and ensuite 
bathroom with shower is also bathed in light seeping through the atrium’s 
windows. Only two of our Metropolis Suites king-size beds can be made up 
into two single beds. If so needed, please enquire about availability. The Woo 
Signature Breakfast is served to your suite and enjoyed with an astonishing 
view of the Metropolis, the city’s cathedral.



Acropolis Junior Suites
These two suites (55 sq.m) are located on the second and third floor 
and both offer views of the Acropolis and are bathed in the Athenian 
sunlight. The suites offer king-size beds with top mattresses, a choice 
of pillows, and high-quality linen and can accommodate up to 3 guests. 
The bedrooms also enjoy sunlight through the atrium’s windows and 
have a view of the artist’s concept work based on the Acropolis rock. 
The living room sofa can be turned into a single bed if needed. The 
Woo Signature Breakfast is served to your suite and enjoyed with an 
astonishing view of the Acropolis.

Acropolis Suite
The plush Acropolis Suite (48 sq.m) is located on the fourth floor 
and offers a view of the northern side of the Acropolis rock and the 
Parthenon temple. The suite is uniquely designed to provide comfort and 
relaxation during your stay with a spacious lounge nook for reading but 
also ample desk space. The extra-large king-size bed offers unique 
views both day and night. The bathroom is bathed in light from the 
atrium’s window but also ensures privacy. The Woo Signature Breakfast 
is served to your suite and enjoyed with an astonishing view of the 
Acropolis.



Breakfast – Room Service
The Woo Signature Breakfast is served between 07:30 and 10:30 
either to your suite or to the rooftop, which offers a stunning 
view of the Acropolis and surrounding area. We also offer room 
service from 07:30 to 19:30 with a selection of beverages, spirits, 
and wines.

Reception – Concierge
Our Reception is open 24hrs and the concierge services are available 
from 7 am to 11 pm every day.

Transfers
We cooperate with a reliable and professionally operated transfer 
company that operates a new fleet of vans and luxury sedans, 
and will of course meet you at the airport or port.

Late Check-Out Room
Need a late check-out? Please inquire about reserving our 
complimentary late check-out room in order to freshen up prior to 
your flight back home. The space offers a comfortable changing 
room with shower and toilet facilities. Also ideal for early arrivals 
that have to wait until their room is ready for check-in at 14:00.

Treatments
The spacious guestrooms at Woo Suites are large enough for 
in-room massage treatments. Please inquire about our list of 
available treatments and therapists. Pre-booking is recommended.

Housekeeping
The Woo housekeeping team will take care of the cleanliness of 
your suite on a daily basis and can of course provide additional 
housekeeping services if so required, and upon request.

Shop-in-Shop
Pick up a last-minute gift from our Greek designers’ boutique 
space at the reception or even a necessary item for your Greek 
island visit after Athens. 

EXTRA SERVICES



Plateía Mitropóleos 4, Athens 105 56, Greece
Email: info@ariahotels.gr

Tel: +30 210 2207686

ariahotels.gr


